Spatial attention was studied using a new visual ilhrsion of motion: a line, which was presented physically at once, was perceived to be drawn from one side when attention had been captured to that side of the line by a preceding visual cue stimulus. By comparing with a temporal order task, we showed that the line-motion illusion was produced by acceleration of visual information processing at the locus of attention. The results suggest that the facilitatory effect of attention is exerted at relatively early stages of visual information processing where visual signals are to be fed into the motion detecting mechanism.
INTRODUCTION
Selection is fundamental to our voluntary action. We are subject to continual sensory bombardment simultaneously from different sensory receptors, yet our action is limited to the physical dimensions of our body and often is aimed at one or few objects. Here arises the need for selection. Eye movement exemplifies the manyto-one relationship between sensory inputs and motor outputs. Our visual field is full of shapes, colors, textures, motions, and etc., yet the central fovea is directed to limited visual objects by saccade and smooth pursuit. What makes a saccade directed to an object A, not B, C or D? There must be a reason, if not purely stochastic, for this selection. What, then, determines this selection, and where in the neural pathways does it occur? We know that the selection affects not only our action but also our perception so that only selected objects reach to the threshold of our consciousness. The perceptual selection, which we usually call attention, can thus be dissociated from action. Our environment may be selected, without immediate action, for construction of internal representations.
Because attention is a modulatory process, we cannot see attention per se. Only comparison between two perceptual states, with attention and without attention, based on overt behavioral responses or a subjective reports would reveal the presence of attention. The approach has been successful in visual spatial attention, especially when attention is temporarily induced passively by a preceding visual stimulus. Psychophysical studies have shown that the efficiency of perception of an object is increased at the expense of others when the subject pays attention to it. Several measures have been used to characterize the effect of attention, including (1) sensitivity, (2) resolution, and (3) latency of perception. The sensitivity of perception is typically examined by utilizing signal detection theory. When a visual cue is presented beforehand to indicate the location of a target stimulus, the sensitivity for perception (either detection or discrimination) of the target becomes higher than otherwise equivalent stimulus which is not cued (Bashinski & Bacharach, 1980; Egly & Homa, 1984; Downing, 1988; Miiller & Rabbit, 1989) . The changes in perceptual resolution can be measured as changes in positional accuracies, such as vernier acuity (Nakayama & Mackeben, 1989) . The changes in perceptual latency have been examined in two ways, (a) by measuring reaction time (Eriksen & Hoffman, 1972; Posner, 1980) and (b) by asking perceptual temporal order (Sternberg & Knoll, 1973) . Based on the results obtained using these methods, it seems reasonable to define attention as a process by which limited sensory information is brought into perception with relatively greater magnitude and eficiency.
We now describe a novel technique that enables us to detect and directly visualize-unlike the previous methods-the spatial gradient of visual attention. It was originated from our discovery of a visual illusion which, to our knowledge, has never been reported (though see Kanizsa, 1979) . We noticed that, when we present a line physically at once, its onset does not always appear instant. It frequently appears to be drawn in either one of the directions, thus we perceive a motion in the line. The motion sensation is particularly strong and consistent when a visual stimulus (e.g. light spot) is presented at either one of the terminators of the line before the onset of the line; the motion
